
Application
MSA Research Travel Grant

Application Instructions
This form is a fillable PDF. Please fill out the fields below by typing in each text box. Alternately, 
text can be copy-pasted into a text box (recommended for the research statement). Please 
save the file once your work is complete. Please then rename the file, replacing “NAME” with 
your last name. A copy of this saved file, along with a copy of your budget and a two-page CV, 
is to be e-mailed to modernistforms@gmail.com. The subject of your e-mail must read "MSA 
Travel Grant Application 2018." You will receive confirmation of receipt within a week of 
submission.

Candidate Information
Name	

Ins)tu)onal	Affilia)on	(if	any)	

Discipline	

Posi)on	or	Title	

Mailing	Address	

E-mail	Address

mailto:modernistforms@gmail.com


Research Statement

In	the	text	box	below,	please	enter	a	500-word	statement:	
• outlining	the	research	to	be	conducted	and	discussing	its	importance.
• indica)ng	whether	the	materials	can	be	accessed	in	any	other	way	(e.g.,	they
are	digi)zed	and	available	online),	and/or	whether	such	forms	of	access	are
appropriate	for	the	proposed	research.

• describing	your	need	for	funding	this	research. 



Budget

In	your	e-mail	to	modernisMorms@gmail.com,	please	aOach	a	short	
budget	showing�UIF�JUFNT�CFMPX�PS�ZPV�NBZ	type	your	budget	into	the	text	
box	PO�UIJT�QBHF.	
• an)cipated	travel	costs	(eligible	costs	include	economy	travel,	
accommoda)ons,�and	meals).

• how	much	ins)tu)onal	support	the	applicant	has	sought	and/or	received.
• how	much	support	is	being	sought	and/or	has	been	received	from	other�
sources.

• how	much	is	being	sought	from	the	MSA	(to	a	maximum	of	$2,000USD).	

mailto:modernistforms@gmail.com

	Name: [Name]
	Affiliation: [Institution]
	Discipline: Modernist theatre history
	Title: Senior Lecturer in English and Drama
	Mailing Address: [Address]
	E-mail Address: [Email]
	Budget: Travel costs:
Flight from [Place] to [Place] (with Norwegian) - £558
Accommodation for four nights - £328

£886 (1246 USD)

As I start my new faculty position at [University] in [Date], I do not have access to research sources at my current institution. It is this unusual, temporary situation which has led me to apply for this MSA grant this year.


	Research Statement: There is currently particular interest in modernist performance studies. Having published three monographs in this field and participated in specialist panels and roundtables at MSA conferences, I can testify to this global burgeoning field. This new project contributes to this research area by uncovering the work of German playwright Ernst Toller as part of transnational networks of performance. It claims that Toller’s work transcends national borders and provides a model for political theatre, particularly in Britain, the US and Russia. Despite being one of modernism’s most prolific and influential playwrights, there is a surprising lack of scholarship, particularly in English. There are a couple of excellent Anglophone studies – Cecil Davies’ The Plays of Ernst Toller (2013) or Alan Pearlman’s collection Plays (2000) – but these consider Toller’s work in isolation rather than as part of dynamic dialogues. This project is part of my broader research on British expressionism throughout the long twentieth century.

The findings from this research will form part of a new 10,000-word book chapter in a collection that I am co-editing with [Name] [Affiliation] entitled [Book Title] which seeks to address and challenge geographical and temporal definitions of modernist drama, tapping into current scholarship on modernist legacies (David James, Laura Marcus) and global modernisms (Rebecca Walkowitz, Jessica Berman), as well as modernist performance history (Martin Puchner, Carrie Preston, Olga Taxidou, Kirsten Shepherd-Barr). We are currently writing the proposal for this book; it will be submitted to [Publisher] in early summer 2018. My chapter will discuss Toller’s internationalism and Katie Mitchell’s subsequent contemporary revivals of his plays, revivals that reflect Mitchell’s own transnational perspective.

In order to complete this chapter I need to visit the [Papers] at [University]. These include the only full collection of Toller’s plays in English and German translation. The archive also contains essays and letters unavailable elsewhere. These will give a thorough impression of Toller’s global standing and import. I am particularly interested in the following materials: documents pertaining to [Paper and Archive Number] and [Paper and Archive Number], articles written from [Paper and Archive Number], speeches given in [Paper and Archive Number], and a dissertation on [Paper and Archive Number].

My 4-day visit to [University] will be the final archival visit in a series throughout summer 2018 that will begin at the [Institution], the [Institution] and the [Institution]. I will then be able to write the chapter in the 2018/19 academic year. The material at [University] cannot be accessed in any other way. I am currently about to change institutions so, for the next few months, am without research funds. I am concerned that this will prevent me from using summer 2018 for significant research. Without support, I will be unable to complete the research this year, causing potential delays to the project overall.  It is for this reason that I am applying to the MSA for a travel grant to fund accommodation and flights. 



